2020 East TN Skills USA Regional Championships

Regional Contest entry, and placement, is ONLY required, to advance to the State Leadership and Skills Conference, within the Contests listed below. All participants will receive feedback to help prepare for the upcoming SLSC. All other contests advance to the State Leadership and Skills Conference. This info is referenced from http://www.skillsusatn.org/competitions.html

- Automotive Service Technology (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)
- AST-Maintenance and Light Repair (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)
- Carpentry (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)
- Cosmetology (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)
- Crime Scene Investigation (top 3 per region advance to SLSC)
- Criminal Justice (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)
- Esthetics (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)
- Job Interview (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)
- Job Skill Demonstration A (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)
- Job Skill Demonstration O (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)
- Nail Care (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)
- Welding Fabrication (written exam only) (top 3 per region advance to SLSC)

Listed below are the top 4 finishers of each East TN Regional Championships Contests. The contests not listed are SLSC only.

AST-Maintenance & Light Repair (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)

1. Jesse Thompson
2. Hayden Ladd
3. Robert Baxter
4. Justin Manning
Automotive Service Tech (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)

1. Jacob Atkins
2. Jonathon Wailer
3. Joseph Hughes

Carpentry (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)

1. Will Cook
2. Giovanni Salas Gomez
3. Elijah Rollins
4. Evan Bailey

Cosmetology (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)

1. Zoe Pressley
2. Alexsis Daugherty
3. Sydney Shupherd
4. Courtney Leamon
5. Ansley Tuck

Crime Scene Investigation (top 3 teams, per region, advance to SLSC)

1. Team 104
   a. Danielle Rosser
   b. Michael Smith
   c. Alexia Young
2. Team 103
   a. Paul Eubanks
   b. Makenna Harrison
   c. Baile Richards
3. Team 102
   a. Olivia Judd
   b. Matthew Keylon
c. Bryce Rapson

Criminal Justice (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)

1. Eric Bryant
2. Bryson Branam
3. Troy Dyer
4. Logan Hope

Esthetics (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)

1. Sydney Aderhold
2. Makinley Lona
3. Jonah Williams
4. Takinsey Gibson

Job Interview (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)

1. Haley Watson
2. Abby Thurman

Job Skills Demo A (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)

1. Emily Graci Roy
2. William Bryan
3. Leah Bowling
4. Keaton Hesson

Job Skills Demo O (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)

1. Sadie Chartier
2. Mattison Johnson
3. Harrison Quarles

Nail Care (top 4 per region advance to SLSC)

1. Taija James
2. Stephanie Garrett
3. Amber Keller

Welding Fabrication (written test only, top 3 teams, per region, advance to SLSC)

1. Team A
   a. Josh Cooper
   b. Kendall Franklin
   c. Isaac Goney

2. Team B
   a. Preston Lawson
   b. Bryson Cartwright
   c. Bryan Smith

3. Team C
   a. Willard Larue
   b. Keivaun Mundy
   c. Eli Stringfield